
AN OVERVIEW OF MAJOR ARCHITECTS IN HISTORY

The history of architecture traces the changes in architecture through various traditions, regions . Assyrian palaces had
a large public court with a suite of apartments on the east side and a series of large . capital, but more particularly in the
introduction of modillions: horizontal consoles that supported a deeper cornice.

The program, therefore, is based on the following intentions: to stimulate artistic sensitivity and creative
powers, to strengthen intellectual growth and the capacity to develop creative and responsible solutions to
unique and changing problems, and to help the student acquire the individual capabilities necessary for the
competent practice of architecture and lifelong learning. The Parthenon, European Gothic cathedrals , stained
glass art eg. More Information. Greek Building Design The typical rectangular building design was often
surrounded by a columns on all four sides eg. See also: History of Art: Timeline. Doric architecture
exemplified by Greek structures, like the Parthenon and the Temple of Hephaestus in Athens was more
popular during the Classical age, while the Ionic style gained the upper hand during the more relaxed period of
Hellenistic Art c. Sergius and Bacchus, all in Istanbul; the Church of St. This is why it has been adopted by
Romans. Renaissance , Baroque, Rococo, Neoclassical influenced both architecture and the fine arts. General
civil construction such as roads and bridges began to be built. The diversity of course offerings in the School,
therefore, represents a concern for design that ranges in scale from the individual building to the urban
landscape. At feet, St Peter's is taller than any other Renaissance church. Later, in CE, following the death of
Emperor Theodosius, the empire was divided into two parts: a Western half based first in Rome until it was
sacked in the 5th century CE, then Ravenna See Ravenna mosaics ; and an eastern half based in the more
secure city of Constantinople. Famous for his Carolingian art , curiously, his major architectural achievement -
the Palatine Chapel in Aachen c. Key Feature of Gothic Architecture The principal feature of the Gothic style
is the pointed arch, believed by many experts to originate in Assyrian, and later, Islamic architecture. Students
come away with a mastery of written and oral skills, together with a thorough knowledge of the history of art
and architecture spanning diverse cultures and a broad chronological range. See also Medieval Sculpture. See
also: Gothic Sculpture. The Temple of Concordia in Agrigento Sicily , Italy Illustration of Doric left three ,
Ionic middle three and Corinthian right two columns The architecture and urbanism of the Greeks and Romans
was very different from that of the Egyptians and Persians. Architectural Priorities of Ancient Rome Roman
architecture served the needs of the Roman state, which was keen to impress, entertain and cater for a growing
population in relatively confined urban areas. In the time of the ancients religious matters were only handled
by the ruling class; by the time of the Greeks, religious mystery had skipped the confines of the temple-palace
compounds and was the subject of the people or polis. Sistine Chapel , frieze and relief sculpture eg. The two
basic design-plans were the basilican, or axial, type eg. As it was, the 16th century Popes in Rome almost
bankrupted the Church in the early 16th century due to their profligate financing of fine buildings and the
visual arts. It was Brunellesci's magnificent design for the dome of the Florence Cathedral - now regarded as
the first example of Renaissance architecture - which ushered in a new style based on the long-neglected
placement and proportion rules of Classical Antiquity. The first depictions of this Classical architecture
emerged in Italy during the early 15th century when a copy of De Architectura "Ten Books Conerning
Architecture" by the 1st century Roman architect Vitruvius, was sudddenly unearthed in Rome. First, many
public works especially religious buildings were designed with aesthetics in mind, as well as functionality.
The Gothic Cathedral - A Mini-Universe In keeping with the new and more confident philosophy of the age,
the Gothic cathedral was seen by architects and churchmen as representing the universe in miniature. The
major encourages study abroad through many programs. It wasn't until the Roman era that the arch was
developed in order to span greater distances. Charlemagne's pre-Romanesque architectural efforts were later
continued by Otto 1 Holy Roman Emperor , in a style known as Ottonian Art , which gave way to the fully
fledged 'Romanesque. For information about concentrations, see the Director of Undergraduate Studies. It also
led to the adoption of numerous other features. Students will not only study historical buildings, but also the
architecture of modern urban structures. The basic load of the building was carried not its arches or columns
but by its massive walls. Limestone and marble was employed for columns and walls, while terracotta was
used for roof tiles and ornaments. For other cultures of ancient Iraq, see: Assyrian art c. From these
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monasteries, Bishops and Abbots exercised a growing administrative power over the local population, and
devoted huge resources to religious works, including illuminated gospel manuscripts , cultural scholarship,
metalwork, sculpture and church building. The town centre was located at the intersection of the two roads.
The flowering of the Romanesque style in the 11th century coincided with the reassertiveness of Rome, as the
capital of Christianity, and its influence upon secular authorities led to the Christian re-conquest of Spain
began and the Crusades to free the Holy Land from Islamic control. Background The 12th century was a
period of growth in trade and urban development throughout Europe. Apart from this capital, all the
constituent parts were borrowed from the Ionic order. From the late 7th century BC their power grew, and for
a while Rome itself was ruled by Etruscan kings. As a result, they involved the services of a wide range of
'artists' and decorative craftsmen as well as labourers.


